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INDECOMPOSABLE POLYTOPES
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WALTER MEYER

ABSTRACT-  The space of summands (with respect to vector addition) of a

convex polytope in n dimensions is studied.   This space is shown to be iso-

morphic to a convex pointed cone in Euclidean space.   The extreme rays of this

cone correspond to similarity classes of indecomposable polytopes.  The de-

composition of a polytope is described and a bound is given for the number of

indecomposable summands needed.   A means of determining indecomposability

from the equations of the bounding hyperplanes is given.

1. Introduction.   If A and B ate convex compact subsets of E", their

Minkowski sum, A + B, is defined

A + B « \a + b: a e A, b £ B\.

Analogously XA = \Xa: a £ A\ for X> 0. C is said to be indecomposable if the

decomposition C = A + B is possible only when A and B ate each of the form

XA + [x\ tot some nonnegative X's and vectors x.

Indecomposability was introduced by Gale [2] in an abstract which contains,

without proof, numerous observations concerning decomposable and indecompos-

able sets.  Grünbaum [3, p. 243, 244] mentions the addition of convex sets in

connection with measures of symmetry and calls attention to the question of deter-

mining the  necessary and sufficient conditions for a polytope to be indecompos-

able.   This question was studied by Shephaxd [7] who found a sufficient condi-

tion which deals with the combinatorial type of the polytope.  The purpose of

this paper is to answer Grünbaum's question by giving the necessary and suffi-

cient condition.  We also show that any polytope can be written as a sum of inde-

composable polytopes, and we give a sharp bound on the number required.   This

refines a result announced by Gale [2].  More complete details of the outline pre-

sented here can be found in [6],  McMullen [5] presents an alternative approach

to the same problems.

2. Preliminaries. Rigorous study of polytopes can be fruitfully based on

the support function and the tools of linear algebra. The support function of a

compact convex set Q, denoted hiQ, u) is defined on E" as follows:
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h(Q, u) = sup(x. u).
xeQ

In these terms, the supporting hyperplane to Q with outer normal u {u different

from 0, the zero vector) has equation *• u = h(Q, u).   We denote by S(Q, u) the

intersection of Q with this hyperplane.   In symbols SiQ, u) - \x eQ: x-u = hiQ, u)\

when u 4 0.   If u - 0, SiQ, u) is not defined.

We will write R < Q provided dim SiR, u) < dim SiQ, u) fot all u 4 0.   The

following theorem of Shephard [7] shows the value of this relation and is central

to our methods:

Theorem 1. There exists a polytope S so that R + S = Q iff R < Q and, for

each u ¿ 0 for which SiQ, u) is an edge of Q, the corresponding face SÍR, u) is

either a vertex or an edge of R no longer than SiQ, u).

The following result [6] (also discovered independently by Flowers [l]) will

provide a useful alternative to the definition of the < relation.

Theorem 2.   // R, Q are polytopes in En, n > 2, then the following are equiv-

alent:

(a) R<Q.

(b) dim SiQ, u) = 0 implies dim SiR, u) = 0.

(c) // we denote by NpiF) the set of all outer normals to hyperplanes which

intersect the polytope P along the face F,  then for each u4 0,  NÁSÍQ, u)) C

NRiSiR, u)), and consequently {NqÍQ'): Q'  is a face of Q\ is a refinement of

\NRiR'): R' is a face of R\.

If Q < R and R < Q we call R and Q locally similar and write R ~ Q.

Local si milarity is clearly an equivalence relation.   The equivalence class

determined by Q will be denoted [Q\.   If Q < R but it is not the case that Q ~ R,

then we write Q < R.

3.   The summands of P.   For the remainder of this paper, P will denote a

fixed «-dimensional polytope in En, where n > 2.   {»,,«,,.•>, u.\ will denote a

set of outer normals, one for each n - 1 dimensional face of P.   Henceforth, sub-

scripted u's will always refer to this set of normals.   The space of summands of

P, denoted c{P), is defined as follows.

Definition.   S(P) = {R: there exist a Q and A> 0 such that R + Q = \P\.

(Alternatively, by Theorem 1,  S(P) = {Q: Q < P}.)

It is not hard to see that S(P) consists entirely of polytopes and is a closed

convex cone.   Furthermore, all members of a(P) ate formed by intersecting half-

spaces with outer normals among the u..   That is
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Lemma 1.   If R e S(P), R = \x: x. a¿ < hiR, a.) for i = 1, 2, • • •, /!.

Proof.   Suppose R is «-dimensional and R + Q = XP.   R is the intersection of

the half-spaces  containing R which are determined by those hyperplanes generated

by the n - 1 dimensional faces (see Grünbaum [4, p. 3l])«   These half-spaces are

among the half-spaces \x: x • a¿ < hiR, a¿)i; i = 1, 2, • • •, /, for the following rea-

son: for any u, SiQ, u) + SÍR, u) = SiXP, u) = XSÍP, u) and so dim SÍR, u) = n - 1

implies dim 5(P, u) = n — 1 whence u is one of z/j, a2, • • •, a.   Thus |) jix:

x. a. < hiR, a.) S C R.   But clearly R C fYjx: x. a. < i(R, a.)!.

Now if R is not of dimension n, it has dimension < n.   Let P.' = R + P,

clearly an «-polytope since P is and since R, P C E".   Since è(R , a) = hiR, u) +

hiP, u) we have

R + P - R1 m \xt X'U. < hiR', Kf), z = 1, • • •, /!

Dix: x.u.<hiR, zz.), i = 1, • • •, /Î + ¡x: x-a. < £(P, zz.), ¿= 1,..., /|

-=}x: x. a. < MR, a.), z = 1, ■ • •, /i + P.

Therefore, R 3 |x: x • a. < hiR, a.), z = 1, • • •, /!•   But by definition of the support

function R C ix: x • a. < hiR, u.), i ■ !,•••,/!•

This lemma may be used to show:

Lemma 2.   Suppose F = SiR, u) and is a face of R, where R £ S(P).   Let U'

be the maximal subset of U = ia., • • •, a,i with the property that F C ix: x- a. =

hiR, u)\ for all u. £ U' ialternatively,  F C SÍR, a¿)).   Then dim F -n- dim (/'.

Now we define a mapping A: §(P)—> E' by

MR) = (MR, aj), MR, u2), - ■ •, MR, ay)).

The mapping A is clearly linear and continuous (in terms of the Hausdorff metric

on e\P)) because R —> hiR, u) has these properties.   Lemma 1 shows that A is

1-1.   It is not hard to show that if A(Q.) —» A(Q) then Q¿ —» Q so A" * is con-

tinuous as well.   Consequently, we will sometimes work with the closed convex

cone Ao(P) instead of S(P) so that we can use the tools of linear algebra.   Re-

sults about ö(P) will translate immediately into results about Aö(P) and vice

versa.

Now for the main machinery.   We will associate with each local similarity

class [R] a set of linear homogeneous equations and inequalities in / variables.

It will turn out that the set of /-tuples of real numbers satisfying this system of

equations and inequalities is precisely A[R].   To define these equations and ine-

qualities we associate with R certain distinquished subsets of the indices 1, 2,—,

/ as follows.   Suppose we have n + 1 of these indices, say 1, 2, • • •, n + 1, such
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that the hyperplanes x • a¿ = hiR, a;) for i = 1, 2, • • •, n have as their entire inter-

section a vertex of R, say rQ.  Then we call {l, 2, • • •, « + il a "vertex set" of

indices for the polytope R.  Such sets come in two types:

(1) ro" "n+l = ^^' an+l^ (*-e*» a^ hyperplanes are concurrent at rQ);

(2) T0'un+i < b(R, un+i) (i.e., the hyperplanes are not all concurrent).

In case (1), we say {l, • • •, n + 1} is a vertex set of type E(R).  In case (2),

we say it is of type l(R),

In either case, there is an (n + l)-tuple of scalars A,, • • •, A . , such that

2T1"   \.u. = 0.  Since the hyperplanes x. u. = h(R, u) for i = 1, • • •, n intersect

in a point, the «,,•••, «    are linearly independent and the (n + l)-tuple of À.'s

is essentially unique (to within a scalar multiple) and A    . ^ 0.  We can assume

A^. j > 0. and henceforth we do so.  In case (1):

/n+l \       n±\      , n+l

In case (2):

(n+l \      n+l n+l

1       '      1 1

Lemma 3. (1) If Q <R and ] is a set of indices such that there exists a

vertex r of R with r« u. = h(R, u) when i € J, then there exists a vertex q of

Q with q.u.= h(Q, 2¿.) when i £ J.

(2)  If Q <R then there exists a set of indices of type ¡(R) which is also of

type E(Q).

Proof.   (1)   Suppose Q < R with Q + T = AR and r = S(R, u), q = S(Q, u), t =

S(T, u).   Then q + t = Ar and

(*) q• ui < h(Q, «p,       t. u. < h(T, a.)

for each i by definition of the support function.   Consequently

fo' ui= 1' ui + t-u.< h(Q, ut) + h(T, a¿)
(**)

= hiQ + T,   22.) = ¿(AR.   22.)

with equality iff equality holds in both of (*).   But for i £ J we have equality in

(**) whence we also have it in (*).

(2)  If Q < R then by Theorem 2 there exists 22 such that SiQ, u) = q, a ver-

tex of Q, while dim SiR, u) > 0.   S(R, u) therefore contains at least two distinct

vertices of R, say r j and r2_  We can find indices, 1, 2, •••,«+ 1, say, such

that
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(a) r. is the unique intersection of hyperplanes x« «¿ = hiR, a¿), i = 1, • ••, n;

(b) r2 lies on x^ u . , = MR, a +1) but fj does not.  Now suppose Q + T =

AR with /j, <2 eS(T, a) suchthat

«/-I- íj = Xrv       q+t2 = Xr2.

As before we have

Xr.'U.= q'U. + t.-u.< hiQ, af.) + hiT, af) = MAR, a;)

with equality iff q- u. = MQ, a¿) and r • a¿ = MT, a¿).  But when ; = 1 we have

equality if i = 1, • • •, » and if /' = 2 equality holds when i = n +1.   Consequently,

q-u. = biQ, a.) when i = 1, •••,«+ 1, making that set of indices an EiQ).   But

(a) and (b) guarantee that this set is an IÍR).

Lemma 4.   Let 8., 82, • • •, 8, be real numbers such that

(a) for every EiR) with ^ieE,Ry \«¿ = 0, we have 2|eE(R) Afô\ = 0, <J»<i'

(b) for every /(R) with 2¿£Í(R) Xm. = 0, we have 2ie/(R) A¿8¿ > 0.

Then if Q = [x: x>u.< 8., i = 1, • • • ,,/i, Q < R.

Proof.  We will show that dim SiR, a) = 0 implies dim SiQ, a) = 0 and then

rely upon Theorem 2.   Suppose SiR, a) = rQ and r. lies on X»».« MR, a.) for a

maximal set of indices /.   By Lemma 2 there exist at least n indices, say 1, 2,

• ••, », in / which correspond to a linearly independent set of a.'s.   The corre-

sponding x« a. = 8., i e /, are concurrent at a point qQ (if / contains only n in-

dices this is obvious; if / has more than n indices we rely on part (a) of the

hypothesis).

We next show that qQ £ Q.   For if not, then

(*) qQ'U.>8.    for at least one i

where i 4 J, tot convenience, say i = n + 1.   Now {l, 2, • • •, n + l{ is either an

EiR) or an /(R) (recall that rQ.a;= MR, a.) if z = 1, 2, • • •, n).  So if S^"1 X.u.

= 0, Ab+1 > 0, then S^1"1 A¿S¿ > 0 by hypothesis.   But (*) yields

(71+1 V 71+1 71+1i     '    i i

a contradiction.

Now let q be any point of 2.   We wish to show q • u < q. • u with equality iff

q = q0 (here u is the earlier mentioned vector such that r. = SiR, a)).  This will

show that SiQ, a) = qQ and dim SiQ, u) = 0.

If i 4 J, f. - ui < hiR, a.) and so we can choose a nonnegative A sufficiently

small that
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rQ • ui + Xiq - qQ) • u{ < h(R, u(.)

whenever z'4 ].   If i e J, we have

rQ • u. + Xiq - qQ) • u. = h(R, u¿) + A(<7- 22¿) - A¿\

for any A > 0.

But since  q £ Q, q- u. < 8., so

rQ . u. + Xiq - £/0) • Z2(. < h(R, u!)    fot  i £ ].

Therefore, if A > 0 is sufficiently small,

rQ • 22. + X(q - qQ) • u. < h(R, u.),

for any i whatsoever.   By Lemma 1 this means r. + \iq - q ) e R for the appropriate

A.   But then, since r   = SiR, u),

[rQ + Xiq - qQ)] • 22 < h(R, u) = rQ • u

with equality iff r   + X(q - qj = r_.   Equivalently,

q-u<q0-u

with equality iff q = qQ.   This finishes the proof.

Corollary 1.   If Q,  Re S(P) then the following are equivalent:

(1) Q<R.
(2) (a)   Each E(R) is an E(Q), and (b) each liR) is an EiQ) or an HQ).

(3) (a) For every EÍR) with Sf6B(R)A.aj. = 0 we have 2¿<rE(R) X.h(Q, u.) = 0,

22ni2' (b) for every l(R) with 2. ..„. A.22. = 0 we have £.e/.R. X.h(Q, u.) > 0.

Now to each R we can associate a set of linear homogeneous relations as fol-

lows.   For an index set of the type E(R) where ^ieE(R\ Ku¿ ~ 0> assign the equa-

tion ^¿e£(D\ A-«*• = 0 in the variables £¿.   For an ¡(R) corresponding to

^iel(R) Az"¿ = 0 we assign £¿€/.R. \£¿ > 0.   Our last result shows that these rela-

tions depend only on [R], that is if Q ~ R then Q gives rise to these relations

too.   Define e[R] and i[R] respectively to be the essentially unique systems of

equations and inequalities respectively corresponding to E(R) and /(R) respec-

tively.

Lemma 5.   (1)   A(R) is the solution set of e[R] u z(R], a relatively open set

in the flat determined by e[R],

(2)   Q < R iff AiQ) erel bd(A[R]).

Proof.   Part 1 follows from the last result and Lemma 4.
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As for (2), if Q < R then part (2) of Lemma 3 gives MQ) e rel bd(A[R]).   On

the other hand, if MQ) e rel bd(A[R]), then MQ) 4 A[R] since A[R] is relatively

open.   Thus it is not the case that Q ̂  R.   But MQ) £ A[R] C S(R) so Q < R.

Thus Q<R.

At this point it is possible to give a condition for indecomposability of a

polytope based on the recognition that R is indecomposable iff A(R) lies on a

face of AeXP) of dimension n.   We shall not prove this because, by restricting

ourselves to polytopes with Steiner points at 0, we can get a more pleasing re-

sult.   Similarly, we can now represent any AQ in Ao(P) as a positive combina-

tion of points lying on extreme rays of A«XP).   To achieve a better result we now

investigate polytope s with Steiner points at 0.

4.   Polytopes with Steiner point at the origin.   The Steiner point of a poly-

tope [8] may be defined

(4.1) siP) =¿ VÍP¡) p.
l

where p j, • • •, p   ate the vertices of P and V(p¿) is the ratio of the n - 1 con-

tent of that portion of the unit n - 1 sphere centered at 0 cut off by N   (p¿) to

the n - 1 content of the whole unit n - 1  sphere.

The Steiner point mapping P—>siP) has some interesting properties [8]  among

which is: siP + Q) = siP) + siQ).   Given a polytope P it is therefore clear that

by choosing x -- siP), the translate P + x is the unique translate of P whose

Steiner point is at 0.

Henceforth, we restrict ourselves to sets with Steiner point at 0.   In so doing,

no decompositions of a set are really "lost" provided we are content not to dis-

tinguish between two decompositions, one of which consists of sets which are

translates of the corresponding sets in the other decomposition.   For if A + B = C

we have siO = siA) + siB) whence (A - s(A)) + (B - s(ß)) = (C - siC)).   The sets

in the latter decomposition have Steiner points at 0.   The appropriate definition

of indecomposability becomes

Definition.   A is indecomposable if A = B + C is possible only if ß and C

ate of the form AA for suitable nonnegative A's.

We will use the following notations:

S0(p) = ÍQ: Q eS(P) and siQ) = 0i,      [Q]ö = lR: R e[0] and siR) = o!.

We shall now show that restricting a polytope to have siR) = 0 as well as

R ~ Q amounts to adding n more linear homogeneous equations to those defining

Atei.
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Let r., r,, • • •, r   be the vertices of P.   Each r. can be gotten as the inter-

section of certain of the hyperplanes *• a. = h(R, u) (see Lemma 1) and so has

coordinates which are linear homogeneous functions of the quantities h(R, u) (if

we solve for a coordinate using Cramer's rule, one column of the determinant in

the numerator has the b(R, a.) as entries).   Furthermore, if Q ~ R then to each

vertex r. £ R there exists a vertex q. £ Q which is the intersection of the corre-

sponding hyperplanes x«a. = b(Q, a;) (Corollary 1, part 2(a)). This  q. has coor-

dinates which are the same linear homogeneous functions of the h(Q, u).

By Theorem 2, Q ~ P implies V(p) = V(q).   In view of the linear form of 4.1

and our remarks about the determination of the vertices by linear homogeneous

functions, which functions are the same for all members of the local similarity

class, it follows that, for polytopes Q in a fixed local similarity class [P], the

requirement s(Q) = 0 is equivalent to the requirement that the numbers h(Q, a¿)

satisfy n linear homogeneous equations in the variables <f,, £,,•••, &.   Call

this set of equations en[P]»

Lemma 6.   The rank of tbe system e[P] u eÄ-P] is n + rank(e[P]).

Proof.   If Q ~ P and x e En, we can find a suitable translate, Q', of Q

with s(Q") = x.  Simply take Q' = Q + (x - s(Q)).  Thus the coordinates of the

Steiner point are independently variable regardless of the local similarity class.

Now each equation of eQ[P] .refers to one particular coordinate, so it follows that

no equation of eJ.P\   can be deduced from any combination of equations in e[P]

U eQ[P] which does not include the equation in question.  This yields the result.

Apparently we are faced with the inconvenience that, for different local simi-

larity classes, we obtain different systems eQ[P],  Our next lemma shows that,

while the equations may be different, the inconvenience this poses is only apparent.

Lemma 7.   Let A be tbe flat in E¡ determined by equations eJP].   If Q £

S(P) then a necessary and sufficient condition for s(Q) = 0 is that A(Q) £ A.

Proof.   We have already discussed the case where Q ~ P so let us assume

Ô < P.   Then by Lemma 5, A(Q) erel bd(tfP]L  Choose P' in [P] with s(Pt) =

0 (i.e., A(P0 e A[P] n A).  Since [P] is relatively open (Lemma 5) P' e

rel int[P] and, if 0 < A < 1, XP' + (l-X)Q £[P].  Thus, for such A,

A(0 e A iii A(AP' + (l - X)Q) e A

iff s(AP' +(1-A)0-O

iff s(Q) = 0.

As a result, we have
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Corollary 2.  (1)   ASq(P) = A§(P) n A, a closed set;

(2) Atôlfj = A[Q] Il A, a nonempty set;

(3) A[ôl<s *s relatively open, i.e., open in the flat determined by the hyper-

planes defined by the equations e[Q] n e0[Öl;

(4) if R<Q and R, Q e§0(P) then AR erel bd(A[Q]0).

Proof.   Parts (1), (2), and (3) are quite straightforward.   For part (4), since

A[Q]. is nonempty, it contains A(Q') say.  All points of the form AA(Q') +

(1 - A)A(R), 0 < A< 1, lie in M.Q]Q so A(R) is a limit point of A[Q]Ó .   But, by

the convexity of A[R]n, no point of the form AA(Q') + (l - A)A(R), A< 0, lies in

A[R]Q.   Thus AR erelbd(A[Q]0).

Theorem 3.   The following are each necessary and sufficient for P to be in-

decomposable:

(1) dimS„(P) = l;

(2) /-n-rank(e[P]) = 1.

Proof.   Suppose dim Og(P) = 1.   Then Ao.(P) is a ray or a line.   But it can-

not be a line since siQ) = 0 implies hiQ, a¿) > 0 for each i.   Therefore, if Q £

o.ÍP), MQ) = XÁÍP) tot A> 0 whereupon Q = XP.   Conversely, if P is indecompo-

sable, any Q in SQ(P) is of the form AP where A> 0, and so A(Q) = AA(P),

again making Ao (P) a ray whence dim Ao.(P) = 1.  Now dim Ao (P) = dim A[P]0

(by part (4) of Corollary 2) and dim A[P]_ = / - n — rank(e[P]) by Lemma 6 and

part (3) of Corollary 2, and a standard law of nullity argument.

A weaker version of the following theorem was announced by Gale [2].

Theorem 4.   Let P be an n-polytope with f faces.   Then there exist indecom-

posable polytopes P.,"•, P,  so that P = P.+•••+ P..   Furthermore, they can

be chosen so that k < f — n — rank(e[P]).

Proof.   Let   e1(. • •, en be a basis for  E".   ÄQ) = V[[biQ, e.) + hiQ, - e.)]

is a continuous linear functional on o.(P).   Let ß denote \Q £ o (P): liQ) = ll.

Since siQ) = 0 if Q £ ß, we have hiQ, e;) and hiQ, - e¿) > 0 for each e..   Con-

sequently, each hiQ, e¿) and hiQ, - e¿) < 1.  This places Q inside a parellel-

epiped of dimension 2 along each coordinate axis.   Therefore A/8 is a bounded set

in R'.   But since / is continuous, ß is closed so Aj8 is closed and bounded,

hence compact.  Aß is also convex and clearly dim A/3 = dim AS (p) - 1.  Now,

by Caratheodory's theorem, any point of AyS can be written as a convex combina-

tion of at most dim oQ(P) extreme points of Aß.   Thus P = AjPj +•••+ A,P.,

where 0 < X{ < 1, 2* X. = 1, k < dim SQ(P) = / - n - rank(e[P]) and APj. is extreme

in Aß.   But the indecomposable polytopes of on(P) are precisely those of the

form Aß, A > 0, where A(Q) is extreme in ß.
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